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Abstract: The search for a single material with ideal surface properties and necessary 
mechanical properties is on-going, especially with regard to cardiovascular stent materials. 
Since the majority of stent problems arise from surface issues rather than bulk material 
deficiencies, surface optimization of a material that already contains the necessary bulk 
properties is an active area of research. Polymers can be surface-modified using a variety 
of methods to increase hemocompatibilty by reducing either late-stage restenosis or acute 
thrombogenicity, or both. These modification methods can be extended to shape memory 
polymers (SMPs), in an effort to make these materials more surface compatible, based on the 
application. This review focuses on the role of surface modification of materials, mainly 
polymers, to improve the hemocompatibility of stent materials; additional discussion of 
other materials commonly used in stents is also provided. Although shape memory 
polymers are not yet extensively used for stents, they offer numerous benefits that may 
make them good candidates for next-generation stents. Surface modification techniques 
discussed here include roughening, patterning, chemical modification, and surface 
modification for biomolecule and drug delivery. 
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1. Introduction 

Cardiovascular stents are expandable tubes used to treat narrow or weakened arteries that arise as a 
result of atherosclerosis and its resultant sequelae, such as coronary artery disease, peripheral artery 
disease, etc. These diseases, collectively grouped under the term cardiovascular disease, are some of 
the main causes of death in the Western World as well as worldwide [1–3]. Atherosclerosis, or 
hardening of the arteries, occurs due to plaque formation and is often a result of inflammatory signals 
emitted by local cells and subsequent inflammatory response. This plaque may consist of fat, 
cholesterol, calcium and/or blood components [4]. Plaque buildup limits blood flow to tissues, 
ultimately leading to an acute ischemic condition such as stroke or myocardial infarction. 
Cardiovascular stents provide a minimally invasive means to mechanically support the damaged vessel 
which restores oxygenated blood flow to the tissues [5]. Although cardiovascular stents have saved 
countless lives, the device has many limitations, which drive continued research in the area [6].  
In particular, thrombosis and restenosis continue to be relatively important problems with current 
stents. Given that these issues arise from surface interactions, surface modification techniques are an 
active area of current research. 

2. Current Stents and Associated Issues 

The first types of stents used were bare metal stents (BMSs), composed of a variety of metals 
and/or alloys such as stainless steel, cobalt-chromium and tantalum for balloon-expandable stents, or 
nitinol (nickel-titanium alloy) for self-expanding stents [5]. These stents provided the necessary 
mechanical support for the weakened vessel; however, an increased risk for thrombosis and/or 
restenosis in these devices may generate additional need for reintervention six to 12 months after stent 
implantation [5,7]. 

Thrombogenicity, one of the aforementioned issues associated with BMSs, refers to increased 
propensity of the device or material to generate a blood clot on the material surface [8]. Thrombotic 
events often occur due to net electrical charge differences between blood components and the stent 
surface, as well as surface potential incompatibility between the metal and the contacting blood [9,10]. 
Restenosis, or re-narrowing of the vessel, usually results from excessive neointimal proliferation 
following balloon angioplasty or stent implantation due to vessel injury from the expansion [11–13]. 
Additional causes of restenosis may include reduced compliance between the stent and the vessel and 
excessive tissue-remodeling response to the stent material [13]. 

As a proposed improvement on BMS, the first generation of drug-eluting stents (DESs) consisted  
of a metal backbone and a permanent, non-absorbable polymer coating to house a drug of choice [14]. 
While DESs offered control and localization for drug release to the injured vessel, incidences of 
hypersensitivity, heart attack and even death remained problematic [5]. 

An improved DES replaced the non-absorbable polymer coating with a non-thrombogenic, 
absorbable one. This absorbable coating served to encourage endothelialization through a directed drug 
release profile and reduced inflammatory response during polymer degradation. While these improved 
DESs did decrease the occurrence of restenosis through release of anti-proliferative agents, late stage 
thrombosis still occurred [1,11,15–18]. Late stage or late stent thrombosis (LST) can result from a 
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variety of issues, ranging from the stenting procedure itself to early termination of antiproliferative drugs 
loaded in the stent; these issues may cause increased local fibrin deposition and delayed healing [15,16]. 

Unlike BMSs, polymer stents can achieve increased hemocompatibility with the proper selection  
of polymer components, polymerization and processing techniques [9]. With regard to DESs, these 
stents have been shown to cause a delay in re-endothelialization, therefore promoting a thrombotic 
environment compared to BMSs, as re-endothelialization is an important component in vessel healing. 
In addition, instances of very late stage thrombosis (LST) have also been seen with DESs, making 
polymer stents a potentially more appealing route for stent materials [19]. Patients who receive DESs 
are often required to continue an anti-platelet regimen for 12 months to prevent adverse effects from 
the DESs and while these anticoagulants prevent thrombosis, they may carry a sustained risk of 
hemorrhage, or bleeding, and related side effects [12,20,21]. Due to safety concerns with existing stent 
materials, current research in stent design is progressing towards using biodegradable/bioabsorbable  
or biomimetic materials for polymer or metal stents as well as polymer coating-free DESs, among 
others [11,19,22,23].  

3. Polymer Stents 

Polymers have caught the attention of the medical device industry due to their diversity and 
versatility. Polymers are less dense than metals and have higher flexibility than many other materials, 
which allows better matching of stent compliance with that of the local vessel [13]. In addition,  
polymers are easy to manufacture and often have lower bulk material costs and processing costs [24,25]. 
Polymers also possess a wide range of bulk properties, such as elasticity, conductivity, strength and 
degradability, which can provide the stent designer with a large palette of useful features [26].  
Thus, polymers can be easily and cost-effectively tailored to fit the needs of their application,  
making these materials appealing for use in the medical device industry. 

Shape memory polymers (SMPs) have added advantages to those seen with conventional polymers. 
As stents are often delivered via catheter, SMP systems offer benefits for catheter storage and 
deployment, since the materials can pack tightly without becoming permanently deformed during  
the storage period. SMPs may also enhance the ease of delivery of many of these devices, and produce 
lower recovery forces, leading to minimally invasive procedures with reduced recovery times  
for patients [13]. These added benefits, on top of the already present benefits of polymers, make  
SMPs potentially attractive materials for next-generation polymeric stents. 

4. Surface Modification to Increase Biocompatibility 

Despite the variety of materials and designs currently available for stents, there is still a need for a 
single material that has the desired mechanical properties while simultaneously achieving optimal 
biocompatibility [1,21]. Biocompatibility refers to the reaction elicited by a material when it is inserted 
into the body; ideally, this reaction should be favorable and should not provoke a negative response 
such as an attack by the immune system on the foreign material [27–30]. Surface modification 
techniques strive to retain favorable bulk properties while changing the surface to cater to specific 
needs, often to enhance biocompatibility [16,31]. Since shape memory is not a surface property, 
surface modifications should enhance biocompatibility without interfering with the shape memory 
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capabilities of SMPs. Surface modifications that allow for improved blood contact (minimal 
thrombogenicity) while encouraging vascular wall healing via endothelial cell migration, anchorage 
and proliferation, are the focus of research goals in this area [1,6,27,32,33]. In addition, surface 
modifications for drug release in an effort to eliminate the polymer coating are also being explored [1]. 

One of the keys to success for many medical devices is successful wound healing, a process that 
begins at the surface of a material. Successful wound healing depends on a range of material properties, 
both surface and bulk, such as surface texture, surface chemistry, surface energy, crystallinity as well 
as leachable content and biocompatibility of the degradation products. In essence, biocompatibility is 
heavily dependent upon surface properties as well as interactions between the surface and cells  
and/or proteins, or between cells themselves [21,27,32–37]. Protein adsorption may also play a factor 
in dictating the success or failure of blood-contacting devices; some proteins, such as albumin, can be 
beneficial for biocompatibility as albumin may decrease both platelet adhesion and binding  
of microorganisms that may elicit infection, but non-specific proteins, such as fibrinogen and 
Immunoglobulin G (IgG), may increase platelet adhesion by instigating a host response [21]. 

This review provides a survey of techniques that have been used on a variety of polymer surfaces to 
address the issue of wound healing by increasing endothelial cell attachment, thus minimizing the 
negative effects of stent implantation. Although most of these techniques have yet to be implemented 
on SMPs, use of these techniques to enhance endothelial cell attachment to shape memory polymer 
surfaces, added to the already beneficial bulk properties of SMPs, may lead to the next-generation 
stent. Surface modification techniques discussed below include surface roughening, surface patterning, 
chemically-based surface modifications, surface coatings and films, attachment of bioactive agents to 
surfaces and porous surfaces for drug delivery; these techniques address successful wound healing 
responses through increases in endothelialization or decreases in thrombosis. 

5. Methods for Surface Modification 

Surface modifications should generally be thin, affecting only the topmost layer of the surface; 
thick layers may undesirably alter the bulk properties and have difficulty adhering to the surface, while 
overly thin layers are subject to erosion; despite these requirements, however, there are a number of 
ways to modify the surface of a material to enhance its functionality [31,38]. For polymer-derived 
stents, methods for modifying surfaces with the end goal of achieving improved blood compatibility, 
re-endothelialization, or both can be grouped into six major categories. These categories are surface 
roughening, surface patterning, chemical modification of the surface, surface coatings and films, 
attachment of pharmaceuticals or biopharmaceuticals to the surface, and the formation of porous surfaces 
to facilitate drug delivery, many of which are represented in Figure 1. Multiple techniques may be used 
to achieve the desired properties [1]. 
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Figure 1. Surface modification techniques commonly used to enhance endothelialization 
and/or reduce thrombosis. 

 

6. Surface Roughening 

In general, surface roughening aims not only to increase the surface area of the material, but also to 
restrict cell movement, which contributes to enhanced cell attachment [21,39–41]. Cells are still able to 
migrate on roughened surfaces, but no significant increases or decreases in migration have been noted 
compared to smooth surfaces [42]. In addition, surface roughening modifies the topology of the 
surface without chemical alteration, which may have benefits, depending upon the material and its 
desired use [43]. 

For metals, roughening techniques such as sputtering with TiN or TiO2 have been used to 
successfully enhance endothelial cell attachment. However, these cells express less endothelial nitric 
oxide synthase (eNOS), which may lead to increased endothelial cell dysfunction; this reduced eNOS 
activity has actually been shown to be characteristic of metals in general, modified or bare, presenting 
a reason for further research into non-metal implant materials [44]. Microblasting followed by reactive 
ion etching on metal surfaces also produces roughened, high energy surfaces that may potentially 
improve cell attachment [20]. 

For polymers, oxygen or argon plasma deposition increases surface roughness as well as hydrophilicity, 
both of which have been shown to enhance cell attachment; application of plasma deposition towards 
SMP-based stents may allow for enhanced wound healing and biocompatibility [21,25]. Plasma 
processing alters the surface topography through melting and recrystallization processes, resulting in 
more ridges compared to the original surface, as displayed in Figure 2 [30,45]. Etching and sanding, 
both plasma- or chemical-based, as well as polishing and/or microblasting also serve to improve 
surface roughness [1,46]. 
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Figure 2. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of RIE textured silicon surface 
using plasma consisting of Cl2, CF4 and O2 gases (scale bar = 200 nm). Reprinted with 
permission from Elsevier, 2001 [30]. 

 

Shadpour et al., roughened polymer surfaces using a slurry of alumina particles, with the intention 
of enhancing endothelial cell attachment without altering the chemical make-up of the polymer 
surface. This process, in addition to being used to roughen the surface and increase surface area, can 
also be used for patterning purposes, both of which encourage cell and biomolecule attachment [43]. 
This method, which has been shown to increase cell attachment while modifying the polymer surface 
without disturbing the bulk, may be worth investigating for next-generation SMP stents due to the 
potential for increased biocompatibility. 

Plasma- and chemical-based etching occurs when a surface is exposed to etching gas, which is often a 
type of plasma, and the top layer of the surface is changed through chain scission processes where old 
bonds are broken and new ones formed; more simply, etching degrades the polymer surface [24,47,48]. 
This process also modifies the surface topography and affects surface wettability, potentially driving 
the surface to become more biocompatible [47,48]. Etching can also be performed prior to coating a 
material, to ensure that the coating adheres [48]. Treatment with particular acids, which has an “etching 
effect”, may also encourage attachment and migration of endothelial cells, especially in polymeric 
hydrogels [49]. 

Grafting of different length polymer chains can alter the surface roughness, particularly on a 
nanometer-scale. Roughening at this scale has been shown to enhance cell attachment and improve 
biocompatibility [50]. 

Transfer printing, a common technique used for patterning, may also be used to roughen the polymer 
surface. The mold that houses the polymer during curing transfers the roughened features onto the 
surface during polymerization, as seen in Figure 3 [51]. 

Although many of these techniques have not yet been applied to SMPs, their use on polymers shows 
promise for the successful application to SMPs, granted that the methods continue to modify only the 
topmost layers of the material. 
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Figure 3. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of (a) untreated, (b) micro-roughened 
and (c) nano-roughened polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) films. Reprinted with permission 
from IOP, 2009 [51]. 

 

7. Surface Patterning 

Surface patterning offers a more organized means of roughening to alter the surface of a material. 
Patterning may quell non-specific protein-surface interactions, as these effects often lead to device 
failure [52]. Such patterning techniques are often used to enhance endothelial cell attachment, which in 
turn encourages vessel wall healing and promotes an anti-thrombotic environment. 
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Nanopillar arrays, formed by plasma processing as shown in Figure 4, provide a scaffold for cell 
proliferation or drug delivery [30]. Patterning on metal surfaces, primarily on the nanometer scale, has 
been shown to promote more endothelial cell attachment compared to random nanopatterning or even 
patterning on the micron scale [1,53]. These nanopatterned surfaces also encourage more endothelial 
cell attachment compared to smooth cell attachment which is desirable in vessel healing, support 
greater cell densities on the surface, and even enhance spreading of these endothelial cells [1,51]. Cells 
in their native environment come into contact with features on the nano-scale, which could be the 
reason for enhanced cell attachment [50,54,55]. Some patterning methods strive to mimic native 
endothelium for a biomimetic effect, in hopes of encouraging more rapid endothelialization and vessel 
healing, without the presence of plasma proteins or extracellular matrix [1,2,52,54]. Biomimetic 
patterning may have major implications for SMP stents in that increased biocompatibility can be 
obtained simply by polymerizing the stent inside of a native blood vessel, directly transferring native 
endothelial pattern onto the stent surface. 

Figure 4. SEM image of Silicon pillars formed via plasma processing (scale bar = 20 μm). 
Reprinted with permission from Elsevier, 2001 [30]. 

 

Patterning can also be achieved through diblock copolymer grafts, which form nanometer-sized 
patterns on solid surfaces. Diblock copolymers can be either physically or chemically attached and 
form nano-sized domains when they undergo microphase separation. These patterns either encourage or 
discourage protein adsorption and/or cell adhesion, depending on the polymers involved. For this reason, 
diblock copolymers have been investigated with regard to surface energy or topography, and are being 
explored for their potential uses in reference to bioactivity [56]. 

Polymers that undergo phase separation such as the mixture of polystyrene and poly(4-bromostyrene) 
can produce a range of surface topographies just by varying the polymer concentrations and 
proportions [57,58]. Changes in polymer ratio can yield variations in shape, such as pits, islands and 
ribbons for example, whereas changing the concentration of the polymer may alter the feature sizes. 
Cell spreading and proliferation differ based on feature height, with shorter feature heights producing 
promising results in enhanced cell spreading and proliferation [58]. 
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With regard to polymer surface patterning, lithography is one of the more frequently used techniques, 
a technique common in the electronics field, mainly for patterning of silicon wafers [32]. Patterns can 
include anything from dots and pillars to grooves and ridges, where grooves and ridges are the most 
studied, often due to the increased tendency of cells to attach and spread along those features [32,59]. 
Lithography may even be used to create hierarchical patterns or tilted patterns, if desired [60]. A few 
theories have attempted to predict why cells prefer to align along grooves and ridges, but different cells 
have different preferences with regard to size and shape of the formed pattern [32]. Photolithography is 
commonly used on polymer surfaces and this technique selectively exposes surfaces to photoirradiation, 
creating a pattern on the surface [61–63]. This allows for controlled topographical features, directing  
cell attachment [61,64]. Lithographic techniques continue to be a prominent surface modification 
method for polymers and applying these methods to SMPs, particularly SMP-based stents, may also 
prove beneficial.  

Microfluidic channels offer another means to direct cell adhesion via patterning. Proteins adsorb 
onto the surface after passing through elastomeric channels in solution form, and once adhered, these 
proteins, such as fibronectin and collagen, are used for selective cell adhesion. This method can also be 
used to produce a patterned cell co-culture, if two different types of cells need to adhere to the same 
surface [65]. 

Self-Assembled Monolayers (SAMs), a common chemical-based surface modification technique, 
have also been explored in creating patterns on biomaterial surfaces [32,66]. SAMs encourage cell 
adhesion and orientation, qualities that are advantageous to stent biocompatibility, by controlling protein 
adsorption onto the surface [67]. SAMs are also used for microcontact printing, another method for 
patterning that is commonly used to encourage cell attachment [30]. 

With regard to SMP-specific patterning techniques, methods in which balls (steel or lime glass) that 
make indentations on the surface have been explored. Different sized indentations can be made using 
different sized balls [68]. In addition, wrinkling patterns on top of SMPs can be formed using the shape 
memory capabilities of the polymer itself and if the wrinkling is controlled, a number of surface 
properties that improve biocompatibility can be manipulated, including roughness, wetting, and bonding 
among others [69]. 

Transfer printing involves the transfer of a pattern from a mold to a polymer substrate, resulting in a 
thin patterned film on the surface of the polymer [60]. These films are usually polymers themselves, 
and have the potential to encourage cell adhesion by introducing nanoscale patterns that favor cell 
attachment. Transfer printing can also create surfaces with hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
characteristics, directing cell attachment to certain areas [70]. Zhao et al., determined that 
microtransfer molding using a PDMS mold creates micron-sized patterns, which may once again 
increase endothelial cell attachment [71]. 

Similar to transfer printing, stencil-assisted printing involves using a stencil to imprint a desired 
pattern or structure onto the polymer surface. The patterns develop on the surface that is left uncovered 
by the stencil, thus directing cell attachment to these exposed areas. This technique does not require 
any chemical modification after the stencil has been manufactured, making it an appealing method to 
enhance material biocompatibility as well as a potential technique for surface patterning of SMPs [52]. 

Nanopatterning through dip-pen lithography uses the tip of an atomic force microscope (AFM) to 
create a pattern on a material’s surface. This tip is dipped into a polymer solution and touched to  
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the surface of a material, altering the chemical makeup of that surface in an organized manner, creating 
a pattern [72]. Depending upon the polymer that is applied to the surface, enhancement in blood 
compatibility and/or cell attachment can be achieved. The use of a heated tip to create patterns on the 
surface of SMPs has been explored, and may provide an avenue for patterning SMPs to encourage cell 
attachment [73]. Indentations can also be made using a scanning force microscope (SFM), generally 
for analytical purposes, but there may be potential for surface modification here as well [74,75]. 

In an effort to physically mimic the patterns found in native vessels, pre-polymer solutions were 
polymerized inside of a harvested, native blood vessel [60]. The polymer adopts the surface features of 
the blood vessel on its own surface, but the main limitation of this method is that the vessel tissue had to 
be dissolved to remove the polymer, rendering reproducibility difficult. However, since SMPs acquire 
their permanent shapes during initial polymerization, this method applied to SMPs may be worth 
further investigation.  

Although SMPs have been treated with only a few patterning techniques, the success associated 
with patterning polymer materials suggests that patterning SMPs with these techniques may have 
positive outcomes. 

8. Chemical Modification of the Surface 

Chemical modification techniques chemically alter the surface of a material without significantly 
affecting its bulk properties. Some examples of chemical modifications include chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD), plasma vapor deposition (PVD), grafting techniques, self-assembled monolayers 
(SAMs), among others [1,76]. 

For metals, many chemical modification techniques, such as plasma immersion ion implantation 
(PIII) using acetylene, nitrogen or oxygen, are used to reduce corrosion, wear and metal leaching into the 
surrounding environment and even increase hardness of the material [16]. PIII treatment of polymers has 
been shown to reduce thrombus formation and platelet aggregation by increasing hydrophilicity and 
protein adsorption onto the surface, as displayed in Figure 5 [77]. 

Figure 5. Isolated platelets in buffer adhering to both surfaces, but platelets in plasma do not 
adhere to ion treated polymer surface (scale bar = 20 μm). Reprinted with permission from 
PNAS, 2011 [77]. 
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Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) utilizes plasma or other reactive chemicals to deposit thin films 
onto the surface of the material, slightly altering the surface to allow for deposition of the film [64,78]. 
Due to the non-fouling properties associated with the deposited film, plasma-driven CVD techniques 
are popular for blood compatibility [78]. One form of CVD has been used on stents and other blood 
contacting devices commercially, and goes by the name parylene. Parylene aids in biocompatibility as 
well as providing a means for sustained drug release from a porous matrix [79]. However, this coating 
does not have functional groups to attach biomolecules, so further treatment with plasma or chemicals 
to introduce tethering molecules would be required for biomolecule attachment. 

Low pressure plasma treatments that use electrons, ions, radicals, metastables or ultraviolet rays (UV) 
radiation elicit reactions at the surface of polymers [48]. For plasma-based treatments, ammonia 
plasma treatment may encourage cell attachment more through the interaction of acidic groups on the 
plasma membrane surface and amine/amide groups on the surface of the polymer, which play an 
important role in endothelial cell adhesion and growth [21,80]. Some studies have shown that cornea 
cells showed enhanced attachment and growth on plasma-treated surfaces vs. untreated surfaces, and 
exploration into whether this applies to other types of cells may have merit [48]. Studies prepared by 
Ho et al. found that polymer samples that undergo water vapor plasma treatment may elicit enhanced 
cell attachment compared to untreated samples, potentially due to the formation of hydroxyl groups on 
the surface, allowing for hydrogen bond formation between the surface and the cells [81,82]. 

While research has been generally inconclusive about which surfaces are best for supporting cell 
adhesion and growth, surfaces that are mildly hydrophobic or mildly hydrophilic appear to support 
optimal cell development; these mild conditions may be achieved through plasma treatment using 
reaction gases containing organic compounds [32,65,83–85]. Plasma treatment of polymer materials 
has positive effects on cell adhesion and development on the material surface, mainly by enhancement  
of hydrophilicity and wettability [38,49,83,86]. Plasma deposition may even be used to reduce 
thrombogenicity [38]. 

Plasma vapor deposition (PVD) techniques such as matrix-assisted pulsed laser evaporation, deposit 
organic and biological materials onto the surface of blood-contacting devices, altering the surface [1]. 
Ionic plasma deposition has been shown to increase endothelial cell adhesion [87]. Certain polymer 
surfaces exposed to N2 and O2 in Helium display enhanced attachment properties, with the extent of  
surface modification depending upon the polymer surface itself [21,47]. Other surfaces exposed to 
nitrogen gases have been known to exhibit reduced thrombotic properties [3,88]. As with etching, 
plasma processes cause the formation of free radicals at the material surface, causing the formation of 
cross-links [25]. These reactive surfaces can be used to encourage coverage with a thin film or can 
facilitate the attachment of (bio)molecules.  

Photografting of polymers using high energy electrons, gamma radiation, ultraviolet (UV) light  
and visible light can change the surface of polymers to improve blood compatibility and enhance 
endothelialization [1,21]. Bilek et al., found that treatment of a polymer surface with ions to create a 
free radical surface encourages protein immobilization while retaining protein structure, potentially 
enhancing biocompatibility [77]. Photo-oxidation, a method to introduce hydrophilic groups to polymer 
surfaces in a controlled manner through the manipulation of photo-oxidation time and grafting time, has 
also been shown to be beneficial to endothelial cell development on the material surface [32]. 
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Chemical grafting methods, such as the grafting of polyethylene glycol (PEG) monoacrylates to the 
surface of a biomaterial, can reduce the attachment of erythrocytes through steric repulsion, thus 
decreasing the risk of thrombosis [89,90]. PEG is largely hydrophilic and has a large exclusion 
volume, contributing to this effect and it is also non-toxic and non-immunogenic which are important 
components of a biocompatible material [89]. Grafting copolymerization methods that graft 
hydrophilic polymers onto hydrophobic surfaces in an effort to neutralize hydrophobicity may 
encourage cell adhesion [32]. Plasma and ultraviolet grafting on polymer surfaces may also promote 
anticoagulation and antibacterial properties [6]. 

Self-Assembled Monolayers (SAMs) modify the surfaces of materials to enhance 
hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity or to add reactive or functional groups to the surface. SAMs change the 
surface energy or wettability of the polymer surface through careful selection of the functional groups 
used for the monolayer, potentially increasing biocompatibility of the material within the vessel [91]. 
SAMs offer the benefit of ease of fabrication, and the ability to control order and orientation,  
allowing for the exposure of a select group on the modified surface, creating the ability to cater the 
biocompatibility of the material to suit specific needs [38]. 

Chemical modification techniques strive to alter the surface of the material in order to enhance the 
functionality of that material. Polymer substrates undergo exposure to these different techniques, 
resulting in a material with an improved surface and mostly unchanged bulk properties. If performed 
properly, these chemical modification techniques can be applied to SMPs allowing for a better surface 
without affecting the bulk. 

9. Surface Coatings and Films 

Surface coatings and films are additional ways to modify surfaces of both metals and polymers in 
an effort to increase biocompatibility. These techniques often do not involve direct attachment of 
chemical groups or chemical alteration of the surface the way conventional chemical modification 
techniques do, but still alter the surfaces for increased biocompatibility. A few coating and film 
techniques that have been shown to increase endothelial cell attachment or reduce blood coagulation 
and thrombosis are discussed.  

With regard to wet coating/solvent coating of stents, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) has been shown to 
prevent vascular smooth muscle cell activity on the stent surface, reducing chances for restenosis while 
also preventing tissue factor activity, thus discouraging thrombosis [19]. Studies show that DMSO 
does not exert toxicity to human vascular endothelial cells, further solidifying this technique as a 
potentially viable option for polymers and SMPs [92]. Dip coating, used to form nanostructures on the 
surface of medical-grade polymers, creates superhydrophobic surfaces that prevent blood coagulation [93]. 
Coating polymers with polyelectrolyte multilayers provides a good platform for endothelial cells on 
polymer surfaces [6]. 

Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) films, consisting of highly ordered, densely packed structures of known 
thickness deposited and crosslinked to the surface of the polymer, also allow for cell adhesion, decreased 
platelet adhesion and enhanced hemocompatibility [21,94]. These LB films can be deposited on 
polymer surfaces by chemically treating the polymer to attract the LB film and introducing the polymer 
to a Langmuir-Blodgett trough, allowing a monolayer to form prior to endothelial cell exposure [95]. 
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These LB films have not yet been studied extensively on three dimensional scaffolds, but 
implementing these films on three dimensional structures may be worth further investigation due to the 
increased biocompatibility offered by this technique. Layer-by-Layer (LbL) polymer films have been 
shown to reduce platelet adhesion on nitinol, a commonly used stent material [1]. LbL deposition of 
chitosan on the surface of the polymer poly-L-lactide (PLLA), showed improved cell compatibility [96]. 
Studies with diamond-like carbon (DLC) films have also displayed successful attempts to improve 
blood compatibility on polymer surfaces [8].  

10. Attachment of Pharmaceuticals, Biopharmaceuticals or Biomolecules to the Surface 

The ability to attach a substance to the surface of a material while retaining its bulk properties is  
an appealing method of delivery for pharmaceuticals or biomolecules [26]. Polymers usually have  
inert surfaces, so in those instances, the surface must be functionalized prior to attaching the bioactive 
molecule to the surface. As a surface technique, these methods can be applied to either polymers or 
SMPs, and while most of these techniques have been tested on polymers, there may be benefits to 
applying these techniques on SMPs. The bioactive compound can be attached through electrostatic 
interactions, ligand-receptor interactions, or covalent attachment, where covalent linkages are most 
common as this linkage is often the most stable [26]. 

Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) is not only used to enhance biocompatibility, but is also used to 
create tethering groups on the surface of a polymer for proteins and other biomolecules to attach via 
covalent bonding [1,78,79]. Some of these biomolecules help create a less thrombotic environment by 
immobilizing on the surface of polymers in the blood vessel. Plasma deposition techniques produce 
stable films that can aid in corrosion resistance and functionalization sites for the attachment of 
(bio)pharmaceuticals onto the surfaces of both metals and polymers [1]. 

Wet chemical surface modification methods require chemical reagents to create reactive functional 
groups on the surface of a polymer, often without expensive equipment or methods, and can be done 
easily in a laboratory setting. Wet chemicals are able to accomplish deeper penetration of porous surfaces 
compared to energy-source-based modification techniques, creating a more stable and noncorrosive 
functionalized surface. If repeatability is desired however, this method may not be the ideal choice, as a 
wide range of reactive groups are generated and the orientation of the biomolecule can be crucial for 
attachment. However, to promote specificity, it may be possible to block some functional groups, 
allowing for the specific molecule, whether it be a molecule to enhance endothelialization or a protein 
to reduce thrombus formation, to attach successfully [26]. 

Plasma treatment methods can introduce reactive groups to the surface of a normally inert polymer, 
allowing for the attachment of a desired bioactive compound. These methods do not require hazardous 
chemicals, yet still have the capability to modify the surface while imparting less degradation and 
roughness compared to wet chemical surface modification techniques [26]. In addition, the film 
deposited on the polymer surface can be manipulated by changing the deposition rate, energy range 
and surface topography [97]. Plasma pre-treatment has also been used prior to attaching collagen to a 
polymer nanofiber mesh, a method that showed increased cell attachment, spreading and viability [98]. 
Thus, if a less corrosive method for biomolecule attachment is required, plasma treatment may be a 
favorable option, but great care must be taken to avoid contamination of the sample. Once the surface 
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has been functionalized, the desired bioactive agent can be attached for purposes of enhanced cell 
attachment or thrombosis prevention. 

Nitric oxide (NO) or thrombomodulin, both of which are integral to maintaining homeostasis in  
the blood vessel, can be released from the polymer backbone itself or attached to the surface [21]. 
Gene-eluting stents are capable of delivering biologically active, therapeutic genes in an effort to 
reduce restenosis, accelerate re-endothelialization and reduce thrombosis. Another set of stents, termed 
biologically active stents, incorporate antibodies or proteins, such as CD34 antibodies, onto the surface 
to attract endothelial progenitor cells, or the Arg-Gly-Asp peptide sequence, which also attracts 
endothelial progenitor cells, speeding up the re-endothelialization process [17,99].  

In order to mimic naturally occurring conditions in the blood vessel, there has been some work in 
functionalizing the surface of the polymer with the arginine-glycine-aspartate (RGD) sequence, a 
protein commonly found in the native extracellular matrix (ECM) [100,101]. Hegemann et al., 
determined that this environment promotes endothelial cell attachment and growth [102]. Similarly, 
other cell-adhesion peptides, such as glycine-arginine-glycine-aspartate (GRGD), immobilized on the 
surface of biomaterials have displayed enhanced endothelial cell attachment [103–106]. Pre-absorbed 
proteins, such as fibronectin, laminin and gelatin, present on polymer surfaces have been shown to 
increase cell attachment, but may reduce cell proliferation [107,108]. Endothelial cells may be seeded 
directly onto the material prior to implantation to ensure biocompatibility [94]. To combat thrombotic 
events directly, adding lysine to the surface of a material has been shown to perform clot lysis, 
preventing blood coagulation [109]. 

Layer-by-Layer (LbL) polymer films have also been used to effectively deliver nitric oxide (NO) 
donor to the site of vessel injury and can house DNA to be delivered to the vessel wall from the 
covering [1]. This technique deposits both positively and negatively charged biomacromolecules as 
well, and can even be used for biodegradable polymers, due its mild preparation environment [32]. 

Polypyrrole composites, an electrically-conducting polymer, containing heparin or sodium nitrate, have 
the ability to switch between oxidized and reduced states, and this switching ability controls the release of 
biological signaling agents such as growth factors, thus directing cell growth on a surface [110]. 

Biomolecules attached to the surface of polymeric materials in a patterned manner may help control 
cell behavior or direct cell signaling [111]. A range of biomolecules have been immobilized on 
material surfaces, where the selection of biomolecule(s) is dictated by the nature of cells to be 
deposited on the surface. 

The desire to attach (bio)pharmaceuticals and (bio)molecules to material surfaces is driven by the 
need provide localized delivery of the molecule or drug without changing the bulk properties of  
the delivery vehicle. Although many of these techniques require reactive surface groups, further 
investigation into functionalization of SMPs for (bio)molecule and (bio)pharmaceutical may be 
desirable, especially for localized drug and molecule delivery. 

11. Porous Surfaces to Facilitate Drug Delivery 

As mentioned before, stents are commonly used as drug delivery vehicles to stimulate vessel healing 
and allow for better incorporation of the stent into the body without the use of oral anticoagulant drugs. 
The drugs used with the stents can be attached directly to the surface of the stent, as was discussed 
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briefly above, or they can be incorporated into the surface of the stent using pores to house the drug 
until delivery.  

Porous stents allow for drug incorporation without an additional polymer coating that is commonly 
found in drug eluting stents [1]. A variety of surface modification techniques have been used to adjust 
surfaces for the purpose of housing drug for delivery. Etching of the polymer surface for long periods 
of time may cause pores to form, which can be used to house drug for localized delivery [47,112].  
The use of photolithography or soft lithography to create pores in polymer sample surfaces or to 
fabricate porous micro- or nano-particles for embedding onto a polymer surface for drug delivery has 
also been under investigation [113]. Sandblasting has been shown to effectively create porous surfaces 
on metal stents [1]. Aluminum coatings exposed to acidic solutions form ceramic aluminum oxide, 
resulting in nanoscale pores on that film for drug delivery [1,114]. Acidic treatment of stainless steel 
stents has also been successful in creating porous surfaces for drug elution [114]. Stents with a porous 
hydroxyapatite coating have exhibited promising results for drug elution as well [1,115]. 

A porous surface formed by carbon nanoparticles embedded in polymer has displayed promise as a 
means for localized drug delivery [116]. Similarly, cobalt-chromium alloy stents covered with a porous  
carbon-carbon coating also showed potential in the arena of drug elution and enhanced cell  
attachment [116]. 

Drug delivery from pores is not solely limited to the surface; research efforts have also looked  
into loading drug components into the bulk of SMPs and using shape memory capabilities for drug 
elution [117,118]. This is particularly applicable to SMP stents, since loading a SMP stent with  
drug components allows for sustained and localized drug delivery [117]. Drug release can be 
controlled by altering the co-monomer ratio, but efforts to maintain the shape memory effect must also 
be considered [118]. Hydrogels, a class of polymer with swelling capabilities, have also been used for 
slow-release, drug delivery using a diffusion mechanism through pores that often penetrate the bulk 
material of the hydrogel [119,120]. Porous surfaces may allow for localized delivery of a drug or 
molecule without the need for prior functionalization of the surface. If functionalization for molecular 
tethering is not an option, forming pores in the surface for drug incorporation may prove beneficial for 
a range of surfaces, and might soon be extended to SMPs. 

12. Conclusions 

Although many surface modification techniques have been evaluated in an effort to create the 
“better” stent, the ideal surface modification remains elusive, reinforcing the research need in this 
particular area. SMPs, with their capability for better and minimally-invasive delivery, have the 
potential to become a commonly used material for cardiovascular stents. Surface modification of such 
polymer systems through the application of many of these techniques should provide an important added 
benefit to the many aforementioned benefits of SMP devices. In addition, many of these techniques have 
not yet been used widely on bioabsorbable or biodegradable stent materials, which are becoming more 
prevalent as the desire for the stent as a “temporary scaffold” continues to grow. Additional research on 
surface modification of bioabsorbable materials will therefore become more important. 
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